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During April of 1974, we issued a Service Bulletin 74-B-l which dealt with
alternator damagediagnosis and prevention.
It is felt that because of the
relatively large numberof alternators which are being returned under warranty
due to rectifier
pack damagethat this bulletin was not fully understood,
therefore we are re-prodticing part of that bulletin, but accarg;:>anied
by
photographs which should serve to clear up any misunderstanding.
1.

RECI'IFIER.
PACK
.I:lAW\GE
- This is generally caused by a very large
current being allCMedto pass through the diodes. Such a condition
occurs when:
.
(a)

the vehicle batte:ry is installed
reversed.

with the connections

(b)

an attenpt. is made to jump-start a car or boost-charge
a batte:ry in a car with the charger leads or battery
cables reversed.

(c)

a batte:ry that has been reverse-charged is installed
in a car.

(d) whenthe vehicle harness is improperly connected to
the al temator.
Such damage, m~ it occurs, is usually characterized by at least one of the
follCMing syrrptOIIE; beads of solder emerging fran one or more individual
diod~s and travelling up the stern; (Fig. 1 & 2) a burning or charring of
a diode; rrelting and burning of the 'petals'
(Fig. 3) which connect to the
diode stems and one or rrore diode sterne;)lifting from the rectifier plates.
2.

REX.;UIATOR
~GE
- '!he regulator rromted inside a Lucas ACRAltemator is
manufactured with the latest electronic devices which operate at nonna.l
batte:ry voltage.
The regulator can be damagedif subjected to high voltage
which nay be generated on the vehicle in the follCMing ways:
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(a)

loose, oorroded or intennittent
charging system.

connection in the

(b)

operation of the vehicle with the battery discormected.

(c)

battery or alternator
is running.

(d)

use of a battery master switch to stop the vehicle.

becaning disconnected while engine

Such damageis usually confined to the internal canponents of the regulator
itself.
Symptansinclude alternator supplying maximum
output continuously
or no output at all.
The surge protection device which is fitted to all current Lucas ACRalternators
will help to protect the regulator from occasional high voltage conditions but.
only strict avoidance of the above conditions will ensure trouble free regulator
and alternator operation.
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